Cyber-Physical Systems (CPSs) are large-scale complex systems that monitor and control physical processes by using computer algorithms tightly integrated with networking and their users. Monitoring and controlling the physical environment is a hot topic for today's researchers and engineers in academia and industry. Within this realm, an important feature of current and future Information and Communications Technology (ICT) systems is self-adaptation-yet there is a shortage of information focusing on this characteristic in the literature, particularly as it relates to CPSs. Here, we investigate current state-of-the-art research on CPSs from this perspective, and evaluate the main self-adaptive approaches proposed in the literature, along with their results, strengths, and weaknesses. We also discuss appropriate techniques for enabling self-adaptation capabilities within CPSs at different architectural layers. Overcoming the challenges associated with designing and implementing self-adaptive mechanisms in CPSs will provide a path for bolstering a new generation of CPSs with greater robustness and reliability.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cyber-Physical Systems (CPSs) refer to a new generation of engineered systems where cyber and physical components are strongly interconnected, each operating on different spatial and temporal scales, exhibiting multiple, distinct behaviors, and interacting in numerous ways that change depending on context [1] . CPSs aim to exceed the capabilities of traditional large-scale systems (such as power grids [2] or today's automation solutions in production systems [3] ) in terms of adaptability, autonomy, efficiency, functionality, reliability, safety, scalability, and usability, making them more precise and highly efficient. CPSs can operate in dangerous or inaccessible environments (including search and rescue, firefighting, planetary surface exploration, and deepsea exploration) to provide large-scale and distributed control, which enhance human capabilities and quality of life [1] , [4] , [5] . The US National Science Foundation (NSF) first introduced term Cyber-Physical Systems in 2006. Since then, many variations of its definition have emerged [1] , [6] - [8] , all of which underscore that CPSs possess the following characteristics [9] : cyber capabilities in every physical component, The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Wei Yu . networked on an enormous scale; dynamic reconfiguration; a high degree of automation; dependable operations; self-organization; and both cyber and physical components integrated for learning, self-adaptation, and higher performance.
These aforementioned CPS characteristics recently became the subject of intensive research efforts, fueled by the challenges and requirements that arise when implementing large-scale, complex systems in the following domains: transportation and mobility (autonomous and smart vehicles, interactive traffic control systems), energy (electricity systems, renewable energy supply systems, and smart oil and gas distribution grids), civil infrastructure (water and wastewater treatment systems, monitoring and control systems, and early warning systems), environment (monitoring and control systems, emergency response systems), healthcare (smart medical devices, assistive systems, and disease diagnosis and prevention systems), buildings (building automation systems), defense (smart weapons, intelligent unmanned vehicles), manufacturing and production (supply chain and logistics systems, robots), agriculture (irrigation systems), and many others [10] . Thus, CPSs' development requires transdisciplinary approaches and emerging technologies such as Artificial Intelligence (AI), big data, cloud computing, the Internet of Things (IoT), next-generation robotics, and distributed manufacturing. CPSs will bring important benefits to society, including safer, more efficient, and more reliable infrastructures in various application domains, increased energy efficiency, improved quality of life, and enhanced global competitiveness.
Currently, though, advances in CPSs are hindered by significant research challenges that both academia and industry must address. These challenges include CPS-related aspects of design and modeling (architectures, models, tools, and programming frameworks) [11] ; security [12] , dependability, interoperability, predictability, and sustainability [13] ; Quality of Service (QoS) issues [14] ; and real-time requirements [15] . In particular, the security aspect deals with integrity, confidentiality, and availability attributes, while the dependability aspect covers reliability, availability, maintainability, and safety attributes. Another important challenge is interoperability, which must manage CPSs' composability, scalability, and heterogeneity attributes. Predictability involves accuracy and compositionality attributes, while sustainability transpires through adaptability, resilience, reconfigurability, and efficiency characteristics [16] . Figure 1 depicts these challenges within a general overview, and highlights the three main architectural layers: physical, network, and cyber. Figure 2 further describes the layers and their interactions; the physical layer is composed of sensors, actuators, and systems based on embedded processors; networking facilitates the communication between components in the CPS; and cyber includes applications and services.
Recent literature contains various surveys that focus on presenting a holistic view of CPSs. In Shi et al. [17] , they briefly introduce CPSs' features, research challenges, and applications. Gunes et al. [16] present CPSs' history, applications, and related issues, along with concepts similar to CPSs-e.g., System of Systems (SoS), IoT, big data, Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs), and current research efforts in various application domains to achieve the CPSs' vision. In Khaitan and McCalley [18] , they survey several recent research efforts in the field of CPSs. They classify these efforts into different CPS-related categories, based on whether they deal with design and development, address specific issues, or discuss applying CPSs in specific domains, and identify future research challenges. They also present a wide range of CPS examples (such as modern vehicles [19] , [20] , medical and healthcare systems [21] , and smart homes and buildings [22] ). The challenge of analyzing and defining the CPSs' characteristics specific to different application domains also is addressed in the literature. In Yu and Xue [2] , they present an overview of the technological challenges faced by smart grids in the context of CPSs (architecture and abstraction; communication technologies; modeling and simulation; cybersecurity; and distributed computation, optimization, intelligence, and control), as well as the implications of current technological advances in these state-of-the-art smart grid networks. In Jia et al. [23] , they present a comprehensive survey on platoon-based Vehicular CPSs (VCPSs), highlighting fundamental issues such as cluster management, cooperative driving, and system communication.
In short, many recently published papers on CPSs presented overviews of CPSs' designs and architectures, and focused on related fundamental aspects such as functionality, performance, security, reliability, and scalability [2] , [16] , [18] , [23] - [25] . They also discussed future research opportunities in the areas of cybersecurity and the IoT. In contrast to most previously published papers on CPSs, one important area that has not received enough attention is self-adaptation in CPSs. The systematic literature reviews in Muccini et al. [26] is one of the few studies that investigated the role of self-adaptation within CPSs. The authors statistically analyzed several approaches proposed to implement self-adaptation solutions, which combine different adaptation mechanisms within and across the layers of the technology stack (e.g., the application, middleware, communication, service, and cloud layers). They found 42 research papers that focused on self-adaptation out of a total of 1,103 CPSs papers from four major scientific databases (IEEE Xplore, ACM Digital Library, SpringerLink, and ScienceDirect).
A. CONTRIBUTIONS OF THIS WORK
In contrast to the work presented in [26] , here we not only carefully analyze each solution that addresses the selfadaptation issue, but we discuss the main techniques that can be included into a general architecture of CPSs to ensure self-adaptive capabilities for each of the three main layers (physical, network, and cyber) of this category of systems.
We summarize the contributions of this work as follows:
• We review state-of-the-art results to date in the area of self-adaptation in CPSs. In particular, we focus on recently proposed self-adaptation mechanisms and identify their strengths and weaknesses.
• Based on a comprehensive review of self-adaptive solutions for CPSs, we discuss different techniques for implementing self-adaptive schemes at each CPS's architectural layer (physical, network, and cyber).
B. ORGANIZATION
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes self-adaptation techniques in CPS, and discusses related issues associated with this system characteristic. Section III presents self-adaptation approaches proposed at CPSs' architectural layers, along with the challenges that must be addressed to reap self-adaptation benefits. Section IV discusses self-adaptation mechanisms that can be applied at each layer of CPSs for ensuring the expected behavior of these systems. Finally, we provide concluding remarks in Section V.
II. CPS SELF-ADAPTATION AND RELATED ISSUES
Adaptation is an essential property of living systems. This concept, defined in general terms, is a process that is about modifying something (itself, others, or the environment) so as to make it better-suited for some purpose than it would be otherwise [27] . This term has been used frequently in biology since the 19th century, and later it was borrowed by other disciplines such as psychology, economics, and engineering. In engineering, the definition of adaptability refers to a system's ability to cope with threats while maintaining its parameters within certain previously set reference values [27] . Examples include maintaining communication latency and reliability within a smart grid when subjected to increased additional communication and processing loads caused by Denial of Service (DoS) attacks [28] ; and maintaining request-response latency below some threshold within a client-server system through software strategies when responding to high-latency situations [29] . Significant advances in the engineering of both hardware and software systems have led to the emergence of the notion of self-adaptation. The ''self'' prefix indicates that the adaptation action is triggered autonomously by the system in question to adjust to changes that occur in its context and environment. Scientific literature provides several definitions of self-adaptive systems. For example, some define a selfadaptive system as a system that can change its behavior and structure to adapt in response to changes in itself or in its operating environment [30] . In 1997, the US Defense Advanced Research Project Agency (DARPA) referred to self-adaptive software as one that evaluates its own behavior when the evaluation shows that it cannot achieve what the software was supposed to do, or when improved functionality or performance is possible [31] . Adaptive mechanisms and self-awareness have also been applied to hardware [32] , [33] . Razor, a general-purpose processor, reduces its operating voltage until it produces an erroneous result [32] . When an error is detected, the design-which includes the logic for recovery and correction-takes action to adjust the operating voltage and compute the correct result. Ultimately, this builtin self-adaptive mechanism that adapts the power supply to the error rate leads to significant energy savings.
The necessity of self-adaptation arises from the fundamental requirements that CPSs must meet. CPSs must be contextaware, partially or fully self-managed, and therefore make use of relevant services to capture the environment status and operating conditions to assure the expected behavior in all scenarios [34] . They also must evaluate their state and conditions autonomously and adapt reactively as quickly as possible.
CPSs are inherently feedback systems, because besides assuring predictability, and depending on the application domain, they must be adaptive. This self-adaptive characteristic can be in any of the three architectural layers (physical, network, and cyber), and can be implemented through actions taken based on simple logical reasoning or driven by knowledge extracted from big data analytics. For example, a wireless sensor can modify the rate of reporting (depending on its power supply) simply by increasing or decreasing the sleep time interval when the energy level exceeds some predefined threshold. On the other hand, a CPS's decision system concerned with environmental monitoring dynamically can change the rates of reporting for a large number of sensors, thereby adapting the system's operation, if-after analyzing the data-it finds that some data are unreliable or irrelevant. In this context, designing novel and complex systems must consider issues related to self-adaptation in CPSs, which include efficiency and performance, flexibility, reliability, configurability and reconfigurability, functionality, interoperability, dependability, security, scalability, composability, mobility, and self-adaptation techniques (software and hardware).
The self-adaptation techniques deployed in the design of CPSs often use the Monitor-Analyze-Plan-Execute (MAPE) model [35] , which includes the feedback control loop, agents, self-organization techniques, control theory methods, and possible combinations [35] , [36] . The MAPE model [35] , [36] contains four important components with well-defined roles [36] . The first one is the Monitor component, which provides mechanisms for collecting, aggregating, filtering, and storing information gathered from the environment through sensors into a database. The second, the Analyze component, provides mechanisms that check whether an adaptation is required, and if so, triggers the Plan component that initiates an action plan (e.g., selecting the adaptation policies) needed to achieve the system's goals. Finally, the Execute component controls execution of the selected adaptation plan through actuators. Instead of using a standard database, this model uses a Knowledge database to store collected data, along with adaptation goals or other states shared by all the MAPE components. Agents and Multiagent Systems (MASs) represent another paradigm that could be quite useful in implementing feedback control loops to achieve self-adaptability in engineering large-scale, softwareintensive systems [37] , [38] - [40] . MASs' benefits stem from their fundamental characteristics (e.g., communication, negotiation, and learning), because they are goal-oriented software approaches capable of autonomously adapting to their environment at runtime. Additionally, the primary MAS characteristics such as autonomy, cooperation, reactivity, and proactivity make MASs suitable as entities capable of reacting to external events by adapting their behaviors and making informed decisions to fulfill tasks. Self-organization can be defined as a system's ability to arrange itself autonomously and spontaneously, mainly because of internal interactions, and without the need to use a central authority [41] . This form of adaptation can be applied, in combination with MASs, at different levels of granularity: at the micro level (the behavior of the CPS's low-level entities is adjusted), or at the macro level (the entire CPS architecture is modified). In Barbosa et al. [41] , they noted that, at the micro level, self-organization can respond smoothly to perturbation, while at the macro level, different types of triggers (events that disrupt or deviate the system's predicted operation, such as a resource malfunction or a production quality issue in a manufacturing system) can cause drastic responsive actionsfor example, an entire structural self-rearrangement of the CPS. Control theory can be used to establish and refine the adaptive actions, depending on feedback received from the sensors present in CPSs. The control applications residing in the cyber component of a CPS control the dynamic systems' behavior, which belong to the physical part by generating command actions based on sensor data and mathematical models, and by transmitting them through the network to the actuators. The generic mechanism for achieving selfadaptation in this case relies on the following: collecting data about the system state; enacting changes in the environment and context (changes in the system's state); analyzing and extracting relevant information, such as trends or symptoms; decision making; and finally, taking adaptive action [42] . In the context of control theory, adaptive control represents a particular variation of control where the mathematical model used or the control law are adjusted to better respond to changes in the physical processes being managed [42] . The adaptive control strategy can support CPSs, because they are highly distributed and heterogeneous systems operating in continuously changing environments. For instance, adaptive control mechanisms can be used to stabilize these systems in the presence of uncertainty and attacks. Model Identification Adaptive Control (MIAC) [43] , [44] and Model Reference Adaptive Control (MRAC) [43] , [44] can cope with changes of the controlled process by installing additional feedback control loops that are excellent mechanisms to handle uncertainties [45] . In the context of a CPS, we can use various combinations consisting of the aforementioned techniques (i.e., MAPE and agents; self-organization and agents; MAPE; and MAS and self-organization) to improve the self-adaptation feature, because CPSs are heterogeneous, have no centralized control, and span over large areas.
III. ANALYZING CPS SELF-ADAPTATION SOLUTIONS
Different self-adaptation approaches in CPSs have been proposed in recent years in various application areas. In this section, we discuss some of the proposed solutions in terms of their results achieved, strengths, and weaknesses.
Kit et al. [46] proposed a model and framework for developing complex smart CPSs, built on the concepts of autonomous components and ensembles, and demonstrating the model's use in a parking scenario, where vehicles or autonomous components are equipped with vehicle-vehicle communication capabilities and sensors that enable them to share information and detect free parking spaces. This model operates at the middleware layer in the CPS design architecture. Each model component stores information about available parking spaces, along with real-time processes (e.g., positioning) that calculate the car's current position and detect free parking spaces in its immediate vicinity. The processes in the presented model are time-triggered or event-triggered. By enabling the model's components to share knowledge between them, the proposed framework implements the CPS's control and adaptation logic through a MAPE over shared Knowledge (MAPE-K) loop. The components are grouped into ensembles (groups of components working together to achieve a common goal). Each component can act either as a coordinator (the first member of an ensemble) or as a member (component that assumes the member role with respect to a coordinator) [47] . The information exchange and knowledge sharing about available parking spaces is represented by assigning knowledge between an ensemble's components (from members to coordinators and vice versa). The proposed model's authors stated that it is suitable for use by different adaptation policies, because they used the ''model@run.time'' approach [48] in their implementation. The ''model@run.time'' approach manages complexity in runtime environments by developing adaptation mechanisms that leverage software models [48] . The proposed model was implemented by two runtime simulation frameworks written in C++ and Java. The Java simulator provides the opportunity for performing the CPS's experiments with a decentralized behavior, and it is integrated with a well-known network simulator-Objective Modular Network Testbed in C++ (OMNeT++)-to obtain estimations about network latency depending on parameters such as topology, location of communicating components, and communication reliability. The Java simulator also provides a reasoner that offers self-adaptation capabilities to the CPS during its design phase, so that it can react to environmental changes at runtime. The reasoner uses the CPS's goals and requirements to describe the appropriate system state at any time during its operation. The C++ runtime framework is concerned with the actual deployment on physical devices and is not detailed in the presented paper.
Zhu et al. [49] proposed a new approach for supporting the management and control of transportation systems with selfadaptive capabilities. This approach combines several emerging technologies, such as agent control, social signaling, and the IoT. This research effort highlights the design of an artificial cyber system as a replica of the physical transportation system. The artificial cyber system represents the CPS's physical layer, which integrates empirical and data traffic models. These models were developed after they were synthesized, considering all categories that include engineering, social, human, and environmental factors that could affect the cyber system. The interactions of the physical layer elements and their evolution in normal and abnormal situations are mapped into rules executed by the artificial system. The actual and artificial systems' outputs are analyzed through parallel execution, resulting in a hardware-in-the-loop system wherein interactions between actual devices and artificial software modules take place. By comparing and analyzing the two systems' behaviors, predictions about future traffic conditions, and adjustments of the management and control are obtained for both systems.
Manic et al. [50] presented an overview of issues associated with what they consider to be an important component of current and future CPSs, such as Building Energy Management Systems (BEMSs). Some of these BEMSs involve managing an extremely large number of heterogeneous sensors and actuators, as well as frequent internal and external changes concerning the smart buildings. A BEMS also should address its occupants' comfort, taking into account energy efficiency. These aforementioned issues require a new approach to design smart buildings in the context of CPSs. This approach should enable adaptability, multisensor fusion, modeling, dynamic optimization, and use of Computation Intelligence (CI). CI deals with Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs), Fuzzy Logic (FL), and evolutionary algorithms capable of extracting a generalized system behavior and adapting this behavior when uncertainties occur. The authors also present a case study-a thermal energy storage system for cooling-whose predictive control is supported by three components: the design of a Building Power Requirement (BPR) prediction module, a Utility Load Prediction (ULP) module, and an ANN-based controller. The BRP module provides predictions on the future power requirements of a building to the ANN controller, whereas the ULP module provides predictions of the utility's expected load for a subsequent time interval. Finally, the ANN controller controls the energy used by the thermal energy storage at each time step. Therefore, four factors (that include the total cost of cooling, the money lost due to exceeding a building's energy requirements, the amount of power, and the difference between the preset and actual temperatures) are kept to a minimum. The proposed approach demonstrates that CI techniques can be deployed to provide self-adaptive support within a CPS in the field of smart buildings, and leads to a significant improvement in the system's overall performance.
Another domain that requires attention is the smart grid domain. In this environment, we have various interconnected complex physical networks within the power network infrastructure, and cyber systems represented by sensors, ICT, and advanced technologies [2] . Nowadays, the modern power grid is transforming into a continuously evolving CPS with the emergence of various types of powergeneration methods, Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs) for long-distance transmission networks, smart meters, smart houses, and others [51] . Consequently, this complex system faces a wide range of specific technological challenges (including vulnerability to cascading failures [52] and mitigating cyberattacks [53] , increased efficiency, and reducing the carbon footprint). Within the smart grid, self-adaptation, self-organization, and self-learning mechanisms are required so that the entire system reacts properly to faults, attacks, and emergencies, resulting in resiliency, security, and safety. MAS technology has proven useful in implementing these characteristics, by enabling distributed intelligence and optimization [54] , [55] . However, MAS technologies face a broad range of challenges themselves. These challenges are even harder in the smart grid environment, leading to tremendous difficulty in automating operations not only at micro levels (such as managing a micro grid), but also on a global scale (e.g., allocating resources in case of outages or blockages) by considering economic and social aspects. Developing new intelligent, adaptive, and robust control strategies for the global stability of these large-scale systems-exposed to countless uncertainties and disturbances-also must be considered, because existing approaches cannot contend with the increased complexity and magnitude of today's power grid. Current solutions for providing self-adaptation characteristics to smart grids through distributed control include the division of the system and the implementation of finegrained feedback loops while considering their global impact on the electric grid and distributed model predictive control. The major drawback of these decentralized control methods is their inability to efficiently model large-scale CPSs [2] .
The authors of [51] present a software system residing in the cloud that supports Dynamic Demand Response [56] , particularly the detection and pre-emptive correction of the supply-demand mismatch by initiating demand-side management from consumers that ultimately will be scaled to the city of Los Angeles. The cloud-based platform consists of a semantic information integration pipeline, for gathering realtime data from sensors and different data sources, a secure repository for data sharing, scalable machine-learning models for predicting demand, and a Web portal and mobile application for visualization. This form of adaptation, implemented through a complex feedback loop residing in the cloud, demonstrates that intelligent and sustainable management can be achieved with the help of cloud computing and datadriven analytics in the CPS domain.
In [57] , the authors investigated using contextual information for adapting complex systems' behavior, operating in open and non-deterministic environments. This contextual information includes the knowledge required for a mobile communication device for selecting the proper device to perform a computation or to send data or location and computing nodes' availability, as well as costs of the network links for a communication device. The authors argued that context awareness and autonomicity are indispensable in managing the complexity of state-of-the-art software-intensive CPSs. Communication and networking are major components within a CPS that can benefit from these characteristics, for ultimately adapting their operations in response to changes in the environment, the system's internal state, and the users' and applications' new needs. The issue of context-aware autonomic computing and communications is addressed in the context of the IoT, but it is similar to the one also required by a CPS. The heterogeneity and components with both the IoT and CPS are similar, starting from miniature devices such as Radio-frequency identification (RFID) tags, sensors, and actuators, and ending with more advanced systems that are possibly equipped with embedded parallel processors. The proposed model is validated by simulating a scenario in which autonomous and self-aware nodes are used to monitor and control the level of hazard in an area where a disaster has occurred. The system also includes Mobile Agents (MAs) that can be used for restore and rescue operations (e.g., rescuing injured people or performing safe restore operations after a disaster occurs, such as wide-scale fires). The authors showed that by employing self-adaptive and self-organization mechanisms, a reduction in the number of active MAs in the system can be supported without notable performance degradation.
In Wang et al. [58] , they addressed the current status and advances of CPSs in manufacturing, showing their potential as components of future factories. As products become more complex, the production processes must adapt accordingly and respond to the needs of society for reaching sustainability (reuse of resources, energy efficiency, selforganization, and self-maintenance). The authors discussed using self-adaptation techniques such as agent technology and self-organization in implementing manufacturing systems. They highlighted the drawbacks of the multiagent control approach [59] , because of its nondeterministic nature, and mentioned the use of the Holonic [60] and Evolvable Systems [61] paradigms or approaches based on Agentoriented Architectures (AoA) as solutions that can overcome these barriers. Holonic manufacturing systems are a manufacturing paradigm where holons, which are autonomous selforganizing units that can communicate with other holons, assist the operator in controlling the system by selecting appropriate parameter settings. The holons within these systems find their own strategies and build their own structure for achieving their goals [62] . The Evolvable Production Systems paradigm assumes the coexistence of several independent process-oriented modules that have the capability to dynamically adapt to changing operating conditions [61] . In Van Brussel et al. [60] , they also presented several examples of CPSs in the manufacturing sector. One of the examples, Festo's MiniProd, particularly depicts CPSs' adaptability characteristic [58] . The implementation of the CPS is based on an AoA approach, which ensures multiagent control through four types of agents-namely, machine resource, coalition leader, transportation system, and human-machine interface (HMI) agents. To guarantee the entire system's selfadaptation, the agents are supported at the physical layer by control boards especially designed to run a multiagent setup and communicate via different protocols and standards (Ethernet, RS232/RS485, and others). This form of CPS adaptation demonstrates that using intelligent controllers within manufacturing processes can cope with uncertainties specific to the manufacturing domain.
In Afanasov et al. [63] , they proposed a context-oriented approach to develop self-adaptive software components for resource-constrained CPSs capable of dynamically adapting to unpredictable situations. The approach defines two conceptual notions, context and context group, to organize the possible states of a CPS and their combinations. These notions can be used in the design phase of a resourceconstrained CPS. The context describes the system's behavioral variations associated with a particular situation, and it enables software components to adapt the system. The contexts are grouped based on common characteristics. The authors also use the concepts of context and context groups to develop ConesC-a context-oriented extension for nesC; nesC is an event-driven programming language compatible with the TinyOS platform designed to run on embedded devices in wireless sensors networks [63] . A preliminary evaluation of the proposed approach was conducted based on coupling and cohesion, evolving the software, and system overhead. The proposed approach was implemented for a wildlife-monitoring application. When the ConesC implementation was compared with a functionally equivalent nesC implementation, results showed that the former is more decoupled and cohesive than the traditional nesC implementation, and any modification of the application design can be performed with little effort, because the implementation is highly modular. As a result, in these conditions, the runtime system overhead is small. The proposed adaptation solution improves the quality of the resulting implementation in terms of testing, maintenance, and evolution.
There are other mechanisms that have been proposed to ensure self-adaptation in CPSs. These include metaadaptation strategies [64] , adaptive Petri nets (APNs) [65] , and runtime-efficient probabilistic model checking based on Discrete-Time Markov Chains (DTMCs) and Probabilistic Computation Tree Logic (PCTL) [66] . In Gerostathopoulo et al. [64] , they introduced the concept of meta-adaptation strategies, which applies the generation of a set of tactics produced at runtime to reflect changes in the VOLUME 7, 2019 environment. These strategies evaluate the generated set of tactics using a metric that ranks them based on their possible influence on the corresponding CPS. Two examples of metaadaptation strategies are proposed, by which two different sets of tactics are obtained. These sets of tactics are generated using two strategies, namely Knowledge Exchange by Data Classification (e.g., approximating the values provided by a malfunctioning sensor in a monitoring system) and by Process Period Adjustment (e.g., time scheduling of a dutycycling system when timing violations occur). In the use cases presented in the paper, the first set of tactics estimates the values of collected data within a CPS to compensate the missing values caused by a sensor's failure, while the second set of tactics improves the collected data's accuracy by optimizing process schedules within complex systems. Since the proposed meta-adaptation strategies involve studying a CPS at runtime, they have higher potential than predesign strategies, but they also require a dedicated hardware infrastructure for analyzing the collected time series. In the second case, reducing processing times may affect other resources such as battery, network, and CPU usage of the CPS. In Ding et al. [65] , they proposed using an extension of hybrid Petri nets for modeling a self-adaptive software system. The extension of the hybrid Petri net is achieved by including a neural network algorithm at specific transitions results in an APN. The proposed system's adaptive property stems from the underlying neural network's learning capacity. The authors used a manufacturing process to demonstrate the proposed solution's superiority over traditional optimization approaches. This superiority comes from the capability of the proposed system to make decisions based on runtime data and model the software system's behavior. In Filieri et al. [66] , they focused on changes in the environment (which affect the nonfunctional requirements) that occur during the CPS's operations and affect the CPS's normal behavior. Therefore, they proposed an approach that can predict possible failures and ensure specific actions are taken for self-adapting the CPS to the new prevailing conditions. The approach is based on the runtime-efficient probabilistic model-checking paradigm [67] and it uses DTMCs for the CPS's model description and PCTL to describe the requirements. The proposed solution requires executing two steps, one at design time (precomputation) and the other at runtime (verification). Once we execute the two steps, it results in a set of verification conditions that need evaluation as soon as changes occur, while also checking whether the system's requirements (reliability, performance, and power consumption) have been met. The proposed approach also enables sensitivity analysis at runtime, to understand the impact of changes of system property constituents on their values and to determine the CPS's adaptation strategies. Several experiments to assess the proposed approach were performed, and the results obtained showed significant improvements in terms of efficiency, as compared to model-checking algorithms that are computationally expensive and cannot be used at runtime. Table 1 summarizes the aforementioned self-adaptation approaches recently proposed for different types of CPSs, and highlights the application domain, self-adaptation techniques used, CPS architecture layers where these techniques are applied, and results obtained, along with their strengths and weaknesses. Since CPSs are software-intensive systems, most prior efforts related to self-adaptive mechanisms in CPSs have focused on actions performed at the cyber layer (see Table 1 ). Analysis of the literature also reveals that agents and MAS represent the most common ways to achieve selfadaptation mechanisms at CPSs' cyber layer, followed by formal models based on context. The design of self-adaptive mechanisms at the physical and middleware layers of CPSs have not really been explored by researchers, although some physical components and models have been developed for supporting the cyber part in system reconfiguration, in order for these components to properly achieve their tasks.
Based on our earlier discussion of related works on selfadaptation, in the next section we discuss the techniques needed to develop a decentralized and multilayered architecture for a CPS, which consists of cooperating components equipped with sensing and actuating, processing, storing, and networking capabilities.
IV. ARCHITECTURAL REQUIREMENT FOR SELF-ADAPTATION IN CPS
A general architecture of a CPS is based on three layers: the physical layer, composed of sensors, actuators and systems based on embedded processors; the networking layer, which facilitates communication between components in the CPS; and the cyber layer, which includes applications and services. Figure 3 depicts this architecture, with the self-adaptive mechanisms considered necessary for assuring the CPS's proper operation by taking into account different granularity levels, starting from the tiny physical sensor and actuating devices, and ending with the entire system of systems.
Adaptation should be implemented in all layers of a CPS, taking into consideration the tight coupling between them, to ensure the expected behavior of each CPS subsystem and their combined results. Furthermore, cross-layer approaches that enable information sharing across the physical, network, and cyber layers must be considered (such as component states, overall CPS state, components' predicted behavior based on performed actions, and others). As the related work discussions show, a CPS's design and development requires a significant amount of technical expertise and knowledge from a broad range of research fields, including computational intelligence, control theory, communication, embedded systems, robust hardware design, and fault and error tolerance.
A. CYBER LAYER
The system's self-adaptation characteristic should be considered during the design phase, while also formalizing the entire system's operation. In this context, models and strategies for adapting the CPS behavior should be devised and incorporated in the CPS design's initial development steps. The MAPE-K model has proven useful in assuring a CPS's self-adaptability through its five main components: monitoring, analysis, planning, execution, and knowledge [36, 68] . This model should drive a CPS architecture and its first four elements (MAPE) should be implemented using techniques such as MASs, Petri nets, and Markov models. Agents' characteristics (autonomy, communication capabilities, reactivity, proactivity, and cooperation to achieve common goals) make them the best candidates for implementing decentralized and collaborative adaptive mechanisms at the cyber CPS layer. Furthermore, adaptive behavior is also a fundamental characteristic of intelligent agents [37] , so MASs can easily implement MAPE components' primary functions. These functions include storing and filtering runtime data collected from sensors, analyzing collected data, developing a set of actions needed to adapt the system (e.g., reconfiguring the CPS structure, adjusting the CPS behavior during operation), and executing actions via the actuators. The MAPE components can be implemented using specialized agents that enact the aforementioned functions (e.g., acquisition, filtering, analysis, planning, and execution agents). The model's knowledge component must contain different system states' descriptions in every layer, for every physical device (e.g., sensors and actuators), throughout the environment, and of the adaptation policies; then agents use ontologies to implement them. Then agents-as intelligent computing entities-efficiently manage and work with the ontologies to support important CPS requirements such as interoperability, security, dependability, predictability, QoS, and sustainability. Knowledge component should assist other MAPE-K components (represented by agents) to achieve their goals. Figure 4 overviews a selfadaptive CPS with the MAPE-K model implemented using a MAS and ontology.
To summarize, self-adaptation should be employed in the cyber layer of a CPS for managing the entire system, to deal with uncertainties.
B. NETWORK LAYER
The network layer should also support self-adaptation capabilities for ensuring reliable and predictable communication between the components of the CPS and between the CPS and its environment. This layer should seamlessly adapt to different network loads and react to security threats and changes in the environment. There is an increasing trend in using wireless communication, which, because of the medium's transmission characteristics, is subject to major reliability issues. As a result, we need to continuously monitor networking issues (e.g., packet losses, delays, data corruption, network topology changes, and malicious attacks) that may occur during data transmissions and be able to adapt the communication protocol for assuring a satisfactory level of reliability, predictability, and dependability. Although several research efforts [69] - [72] have proposed implementing a wide range of Medium Access Control (MAC) protocols in the wireless domain, most of the approaches dealt with power consumption, and only a few of them [72] - [75] proposed mechanisms for assuring high reliability and availability levels, while maintaining high throughput [76] . The devices communicating within the CPS should be provided with self-diagnosis capabilities, so that they can switch between different options (such as the protocol being used for data transmission, the rate at which transmission and reception actions are performed) for transmitting and receiving network data. In other words, CPS components must be capable of adapting to context changes (e.g., selecting the best standard for data transmission, choosing between Wi-Fi, Zigbee, Bluetooth, or others depending on the availability of relaying nodes or gateways). To summarize, self-adaptation should be employed in this layer to achieve communication resilience, namely the network ability to support and maintain an acceptable level of service despite the occurrence of faults and other factors that affect normal operations [77] .
C. PHYSICAL LAYER
The physical layer is also subject to fault and error occurrences, and techniques for mitigating them to continue operating the CPS without significantly degrading performance and QoS should be ensured. In particular, the physical devices should adapt their operations based on contextmonitoring results and the self-assessment of their current state. To achieve these objectives, we must implement faulttolerant schemes in the hardware or software that runs on various heterogeneous devices that operate in the CPS's physical layer. However, usually the digital systems within CPSs are constrained in terms of physical and computational resources. Despite these design constraints, we must develop efficient mechanisms for providing CPS subsystems with self-monitoring capabilities, to prevent or correct abnormal behavior on the fly. We need adaptation to respond to fault and error occurrences, as well as changing environmental conditions or the internal CPS's state. For example, a wireless node reporting environmental condition parameters probably has to adapt its way of operation, depending on its location and level of power supply. So, we must adapt the power-of-transmission policy according to the occurrence of conditions and factors that may cause interference or the distance from the communication partner. At the same time, the CPS device's communication rate may require adjustment, depending on its power-supply level. To achieve the aforementioned goals, we need a thorough analysis of the operating context, starting from the design phase, and to implement mechanisms that can react to unpredictable changes, leading to timely system adaptation.
As we mentioned earlier, developing and implementing self-adaptation mechanisms is a fundamental requirement in CPS architecture design, to satisfy one of their most important characteristics: dependability. However, the current literature reveals that research in this area of CPS is still in its infancy, with most systems validated mainly by using simple case studies. More research is needed, to develop novel CPS mechanisms that adequately contend with the uncertainties caused by implementing feedback loops for adaptation at different levels in CPSs. Although we need coarse-and fine-grained self-adaptive mechanisms [78, 79] , the level of interaction between different loops within CPSs (feedback or nested control loops) require further study.
V. CONCLUSION
CPSs are vastly engineered systems that require an innovative perspective in their design and development, to anticipate completely new characteristics on a grander scale than ever previously encountered. To fully fathom the challenges and opportunities ahead, we must adopt a holistic view of CPSs that includes self-adaptation, autonomy, efficiency, functionality, reliability, safety, scalability, and usability. Here, we focused on CPSs' self-adaptation with a review of state-of-the-art self-adaptive approaches recently proposed by researchers for large-scale, complex systems. We further identified the approaches' strengths and weaknesses. Although a wealth of research exists on self-adaptation mechanisms in ICT systems, most previous efforts focused on developing software to ensure self-adaptation but neglected the implementation of self-adaptation for hardware components. Only a few results focused on CPSs, where a strong interaction occurs between the cyber and physical parts. Based on our literature review for self-adaptation techniques in CPSs, we discussed the techniques needed to build a general CPS architecture that provides efficient self-adaptation characteristics. Current work shows that research in this area is in its nascence, with further research opportunities abounding-including the development of cost-effective selfadaptation cross-layer solutions, as well as runtime modeldriven approaches that manage requirements.
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